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For much of the 20th century,
the main threat to liberal and
democratic societies came
from militant and totalizing
ideologies: Fascism and
communism, or revolutionary
socialism. Now the principal
challenge to liberalism springs
from a surprising resurgence
of the ethnic and cultural
nationalism of the 19th
century. Ideas that modern
democracies thought they had
evolved beyond and consigned
to history’s dustbin have come
back with a vengeance.

Today’s neo-nationalism isn’t the humanistic and
unifying kind championed by Italy’s Guiseppe
Mazzini, but the “blood and soil” nationalism of
Germany’s Iron Chancellor, Otto von Bismark.1
This strain of illiberal nationalism is the common
thread running through the three most potent
external threats to liberal democracy: the rise of
national populism and political tribalism around
the world; Russia’s reversion to despotism
at home and adventurism abroad; and, the
emergence of the Chinese model as a plausible
alternative to market democracy.
THE RISE OF NATIONAL POPULISM
In the western world, there’s been slow-boiling
anger against globalization among workers
displaced by economic change – the shift
of comparative advantage in labor-intensive
manufacturing to the developing world, the
digital revolution and the steady loss over
decades of blue collar jobs to automation, trade
and global supply chains. For less-educated
workers, these changes have meant the
disappearance of good jobs, downward mobility,
and growing stress on working class families2
(including a dramatic decline in marriage) and
communities.
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But migration is the spark that lit the populist
bonfire. Since the Syrian refugee crisis started
in 2015, European politics has been roiled by a
growing public backlash against open borders,
immigration and its previously welcoming
stance toward refugees. Germany alone
experienced an influx of more than one million
refugees that year. Anti-Muslim sentiment has
flared across Europe, as has anger toward the
European Union, which sets basic rules on
borders and migration. Populist movements
have proliferated because working class voters
feel abandoned and unrepresented by the
established political parties.

corporations have rigged economic competition
against average working families. He railed
against “unfair” trade agreements for shipping
U.S. factory jobs overseas, and blamed
environmentalists for choking the energy
industry with regulations and killing America’s
coal industry.
The billionaire developer, however, doesn’t make
a very convincing class warrior. As his eagerness
to slap tariffs on foreign import shows, Trump
is genuinely an economic nationalist who sees
trade deficits as proof that other countries are
“taking advantage” of the United States. In any
case, a passion to rectify economic injustice or
create a kinder, gentler capitalism doesn’t seem
to be the molten emotional core of national
populism. As the U.S. economist Tyler Cowen
points out,4 some of the world’s most virulently
nationalist leaders are found in countries – e.g.,
the Czech Republic, the Philippines and Poland
-- that have enjoyed robust and sustained
economic growth.

In Britain, the impulse to stop mass migration
and keep out “Polish plumbers” fueled the rise of
UKIP and was a major contributor to the Brexit
decision. Viktor Orban has consolidated power
by promising to protect Hungary’s “cultural
homogeneity”3 from phantom waves of political
and economic refugees from the Muslim Middle
East and Africa. Italy’s Lega, France’s National
Rally, and insurgent nationalist parties in
Austrian, Holland and Poland similarly feed on
xenophobia.

“It’s time to admit that the nationalist turn in
global politics isn’t mainly about economics
or economic failures. Instead, the intellectual
and ideological and cultural battles in some
countries have led to these new political
directions under a wide variety of economic
conditions, some of them quite positive. It’s a
cultural crisis more than an economic one, as
citizens see their national identities shifting,”
asserts Cowen.

Anti-immigration sentiment in the United States
takes a different form, but it proved decisive in
Donald Trump’s 2016 victory. His incendiary
rhetoric about “criminal aliens” and promise to
build a wall on the U.S.-Mexican border forged
an unbreakable bond with white, working class
voters who propelled him to both the Republican
nomination and the White House. Here at
last was someone willing to defy “political
correctness” and give voice to their sense of
cultural displacement.

It’s a provocative thesis, especially for economic
determinists on the progressive left. Their
rejoinder goes something like this: If the United
States and Europe still enjoyed robust economic
and labor productivity growth as they did during
the golden decades after World War II, and
if workers were receiving a fair share of that

To be sure, Trump also sounded themes of
economic populism. He echoed Sen. Bernie
Sanders’s charge that Wall Street and big
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growth, we wouldn’t be talking about a populist
revolt. Perhaps so, but the high salience of
cultural grievances and friction goes a long way
toward explaining why the populist surge has
mostly pushed politics to the right,5 and why
left-wing economic populism has gained so little
traction in either the United States or Europe
(outside of Greece).

democracy, which they think has been hijacked
by technocratic elites, but with liberalism.
As Bill Galston put it in his penetrating Lipset
Lecture to the U.S. National Endowment for
Democracy,6 populists aim to drive a wedge
between democracy and liberalism. Orban
is explicit on the point, styling himself as the
EU’s first and foremost champion of “illiberal
democracy.” He’s also an unapologetic admirer
of Russian strongman Vladimir Putin, which
raises the key question: Will the contempt
national populists show for liberal ideas and
institutions – the primacy of individual rights
and liberties; a free press and independent
judiciary; respect for political and cultural
pluralism -- bleed over into disdain for
democracy itself? That’s already happening
in Eastern Europe.

At the same time, the rising tide of national
populism seems to be scrambling the old,
left-right axis altogether, reframing politics
as a struggle between the “people” and selfdealing elites. The new political fault lines pit
highly educated and supposedly deracinated
“globalists” who live and work in metropolitan
areas against defenders of national sovereignty
and identity, who have less formal education and
live in exurban working class neighborhoods and
the countryside. (In the United States, the picture
is complicated by the presence of working class
minorities in the cities, who are often socially
conservative but who vote Democratic.)

Says Galston, in summarizing the basic
incompatibility of national populism and liberal
democracy:
“In short, populism plunges democratic
societies into an endless series of
moralized zero sum conflicts, it threatens
the rights of minorities, and it enables
strong leaders to dismantle the checkpoints on the road to autocracy.”

National populists seek to undo almost
everything liberal internationalism has wrought
since the end of World War II: the attenuation of
state sovereignty through the UN system, the EU
and the WTO; the integration of once sheltered
national economies into a hotly competitive
global marketplace; increasing migration
and multiculturalism; and, the ascendancy of
cosmopolitan and secular values over traditional
social and religious mores. The exception is the
social welfare state, which populists want to
preserve and even expand – but for the exclusive
benefit of their ethno-religious compatriots.

To this list we must add the existential threat
that national populism already poses where it
has achieved its biggest political breakthrough –
the United States. Under Donald Trump, America
is erecting walls and tariffs and retreating into
insularity, protectionism, nativism and belligerent
unilateralism. Trump is frontally assaulting
the main precepts and institutions of the
internationalist strategy America adopted after
World War II to defend itself by enlarging and
strengthening the “free world.” Can that world
cohere if its chief architect, the United States, is

It’s important to underscore that, in the
transatlantic world at least, national populists
consider themselves the authentic voice of
democracy. Their beef isn’t so much with
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no longer willing to uphold it?

National pride and nostalgia for past glories
are driving Putin’s policy. That’s why economic
sanctions aren’t likely to deter him from
interfering in nearby countries like Ukraine,
Georgia, Moldavia and the Baltic states, which
have sizeable ethnic Russian minorities. He
wants pliable neighbors and at least de facto
recognition from the outside world that Moscow
has the right to call the shots in what he regards
as its historical sphere of influence. Putin’s
costly intervention in Syria is also part of his
campaign to restore Russia to great power
status.

Richard Haass of the U.S. Council of Foreign
Relations, is pessimistic:
“America’s decision to abandon the role it
has played for more than seven decades
thus marks a turning point. The liberal world
order cannot survive on its own, because
others lack either the interest or the means
to sustain it. The result will be a world
that is less free, less prosperous, and less
peaceful, for Americans and others alike.”7
Populists have forcibly reminded us that nations
still matter. Now it’s time to remind ourselves
where untrammeled nationalism has led us in
the past: toward social intolerance, fear of the
other, aggression abroad and ruinous wars.

Along with growing repression of internal
dissent, and military intervention on Russia’s
periphery, the third pillar of Putin’s strategy
is asymmetric political warfare against the
democratic world.

RUSSIA’S NEW COLD WAR
ON OPEN SOCIETIES
Vladimir Putin is Russia’s longest-ruling
leader since Joseph Stalin. On the heels of his
“landslide” re-election in March 2018 against
token opposition, Putin can be expected to
double down on the revanchist course he
has set for Russia. This bodes ill for Russia’s
neighbors and the world’s liberal democracies.

These “hybrid threats”8 take the form of
elaborate digital deception or “malign influence”
operations intended to sway public opinion,
win sympathy for Russia and discredit official
sources of information. An array of actors – the
lapdog state media, troll farms, hackers, money
launderers, and of course the state security
services – plant false stories, amplify extreme
voices, interfere in elections, steal business
secrets, organize Olympic cheating schemes,
hack into our “critical infrastructure” and, as
we’ve seen in Britain, use nerve agents in brazen
attempts to murder Russians abroad.

Putin has justified his consolidation of power
– abetted by the occasional assassination
of prominent critics and political rivals – as
necessary to make Russia great again. Rather
than attempting to build a “normal” Russia
that concentrates on creating a vibrant market
economy that can raise the country’s woefully
low living standards, Putin and the corrupt
oligarchs who form his political base have
reverted to the bad old Russian habits of
external aggression and subversion. If they can’t
make Russia prosperous, they can at least make
Russia feared.

Putin is an avid supporter of national populist
movements and leaders. Russia famously
intervened in the 2016 U.S. presidential election,
reinforcing Trump’s attacks on “crooked” Hillary
Clinton, and gave a nine million euro loan to
France’s erstwhile National Front. His aim is
clear: To discredit mainstream parties that have
backed the expansion of the EU and NATO to
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Russia’s doorstep; undermine international
support for sanctions; and, above all to strip
liberal democracy of its moral allure – its
immense “soft power” advantage over corrupt
and autocratic regimes like his.

overcompensates for its domestic weakness
by acting aggressively if often clumsily abroad,
China’s rise is fueled by staggering internal
success. Nearly four decades of robust, marketdriven growth have put China on course to
become the world’s biggest economy sometime
around midcentury. China is no Potemkin Village;
its growing clout and confidence in international
affairs is based on real productive might at
home.

Putin prefers to deal with leaders like Trump,
Marine le Pen and Orban, who don't lecture
him about meddling in neighboring countries
or snuffing out freedom and democracy at
home, but instead profess respect for the
unsentimental way he pursues Russia's "hard"
national interests. When asked why Trump had
congratulated Putin for winning a transparently
rigged election, his spokesman said, in effect,9
it’s not America’s place to tell other countries
how they should be governed.

The country’s political trajectory continues to
confound predictions by theorists of democratic
development. What they expected is what most
countries have experienced after opening and
liberalizing their economies: Rapid development
creates an educated middle class that demands
more space for individual autonomy and choice
and eventually clamors for a say in government.
China’s middle class has grown with mindboggling speed – from 29 million people in 1991
to 420 million in 201311 – but the Communist
Party retains its total monopoly on political
power. For now, at least, Beijing has worked out
a way to unleash free market dynamism within a
framework of strict political regimentation.

The problem with such supposedly hardheaded
“realism,” however, is that it ignores the obvious
link between Putin’s endemic corruption
and police state repression at home and his
transgressive conduct abroad. By stifling
dissent, barring opponents from running for
office, harassing civil society, enriching his
political cronies and suborning the rule of law,
Putin has systematically weakened domestic
political constraints on his overseas behavior.
That is precisely what makes him dangerous.

The Chinese model of autocratic capitalism
supplies what’s been missing since the Soviet
Union’s demise in 1991 – a plausible alternative
path to national development and prosperity.
Indeed, China’s rulers tout their model as
superior because it preserves order and “social
harmony,” while liberal market democracies
elevate selfish individualism above the collective
good and thereby allow themselves to be
“weakened” by internal political and social
conflict. That’s a view echoed in other fastgrowing Asia countries, such as Singapore
and Vietnam.

While Trump seems to admire Putin’s strongman
rule, others, such as Angela Merkel and Britain’s
Prime Minister Theresa May, see the danger
clearly. May recently warned10 EU leaders that
Russia’s “disrespect for international rules
and norms clearly threatens the basis for our
advanced democracies, open societies and free
economies.”
CHINA’S RIVAL MODEL
China poses an even more insidious
threat to liberal democracy. Where Russia
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The United States and Europe had hoped
that engaging China would encourage its
political evolution along the same lines as
other post-communist states exiting the Soviet
orbit. Instead, Beijing is backsliding toward
dictatorship. The party has repealed presidential
term limits12 put in place after the ruinous
Cultural Revolution and concentrated all power
indefinitely in the hands of President Xi Jinping.

United States and Europe are offering anything
but a concerted and coherent response to the
challenge. Trump’s “America First” nationalism –
replete with threatened trade tariffs, withdrawal
from the Paris climate accord, criticism of
European defense spending, indifference to
human rights – makes transatlantic cooperation
even more difficult. That friction will only
intensify if national populist parties break
through in other countries, as they recently did in
Italy.

Evidently, party leaders believe that only
by consolidating power in the center, and
reasserting the role of ideology, can they hold
China together as it bids to become the world’s
premier power. The corollary to that belief is a
crackdown on free expression and the jailing of
more bloggers, civic activists and dissidents.
And as with Russia, a growing atmosphere
of fear and police state intimidation at home
goes hand-in-hand with a more nationalistic
and assertive foreign policy. China’s leaders no
longer abide by Deng Xiaoping’s admonition:
“Hide your strength, bide your time, never take
the lead.”

In the longer term, however, China’s success
depends on its ability to keep delivering the
astonishing rates of economic growth its
people have been conditioned to expect. As
it loses labor-intensive manufacturing jobs
to even cheaper labor countries like Vietnam
and Bangladesh, Beijing desperately wants to
make China an innovation leader, to the point
of stealing technology from foreign firms. But
innovation and entrepreneurial risk-taking are
strengths peculiar to open and free societies;
it’s hard to see them flourish in an increasingly
centralized and despotic China.

For example, China is pushing a massive “belt
and road” initiative,13 pouring hundreds of
billions of dollars into building infrastructure
along the old Silk Road through central Asia.
Sixty-eight countries have signed on. President
Trump’s foolish decision to withdraw from the
Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement has only
underlined China’s status as the dominant
economic power in the Asia Pacific. “What
I sense is a slow and steady strategic drift
across the wider East Asian region and slowly in
Beijing’s direction,” says former Australian Prime
Minister Kevin Rudd.14

To end on a hopeful note, this tension
underscores liberal democracy’s fundamental
advantage over supposedly more efficient or
“strategic” autocracies like China: The capacity
to adjust continually to changing realities. The
Soviet Union imploded because it lacked this
self-correcting mechanism, instead becoming
brittle and sinking deeper and deeper into
economic and social stagnation. Liberal
democracies are more supple; they have
the ability to reinvent and renew themselves
organically, and from the ground up, without
revolution, coups or bloodshed. Confronting a
new challenge from national populism, they’d
better get on with the job.

In the short term, China seems likely to become
a more formidable economic and ideological
competitor to the liberal democracies. The
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The Progressive Policy Institute is a catalyst for policy innovation
and political reform based in Washington, D.C. Its mission is to create
radically pragmatic ideas for moving America beyond ideological and
partisan deadlock.
Founded in 1989, PPI started as the intellectual home of the New
Democrats and earned a reputation as President Bill Clinton’s “idea
mill.” Many of its mold-breaking ideas have been translated into public
policy and law and have influenced international efforts to modernize
progressive politics.
Today, PPI is developing fresh proposals for stimulating U.S. economic
innovation and growth; equipping all Americans with the skills and assets
that social mobility in the knowledge economy requires; modernizing an
overly bureaucratic and centralized public sector; and defending liberal
democracy in a dangerous world.
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